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Megaliths
15 résultats

in ARZON

Cairn of Petit Mont
Come and discover a jewel of megalithic architecture: the Petit Mont cairn, a
megalithic monument built around - 5000 BC. Open during the All Saints holidays.
Note, some new features at the Petit Mont cairn:- a complementary visit application
to the guide-mediator's speech- new themes for...
From 6€ / pers.

 +33 2 97 53 74 03

 Pointe De Petit-Mont Port
Crouesty

in CAMORS

Menhir Men Vras

 Men Vras

in ERDEVEN

Les Géants de Kerzerho

 Kerzerho

in CAMORS

Menhir Men Bihan

 Men Bihan

in LOCMARIAQUER

Site of the Megaliths of Locmariaquer
At the entrance to the Gulf of Morbihan, stands a set of three megalithic monuments
of prime importance dating from 6,500 years (Neolithic period): the Great Broken
Menhir, an enormous block of granite measuring 21 meters and weighing nearly 300
tons, is the largest known stele in Europe. The Er...
From 6€ / pers.

 02 97 57 37 59

 Route de Kerlogonan

in LARMOR BADEN

Cairn of Gavrinis
Come and discover a jewel of megalithic architecture in the very heart of the Gulf of
Morbihan: the cairn of Gavrinis. Located on the island of Gavrinis, you will be amazed
by its location and the richness of its slabs engraved more than 6000 years ago!
Extend your discovery of this unique...

 +33 2 97 57 19 38

 Cale De Pen Lannic

in LA TRINITE SUR MER

Alignments of Petit Ménec
The alignments of Petit Menec include 101 menhirs, divided into 7 rows heading east.
They are the continuation of neighboring alignments, starting from Erdeven, join the
Crac'h river through the lines of Carnac (Ménec, Kermario and Kerlescan). A site to
discover during an unforgettable walk!

 02 97 55 72 21

 Le Petit Ménec

in CARNAC

The Alignments of Carnac
Soak up the magic of these 3000 menhirs ... True “fields of memory” materializing a
border, both physical and mental, the Alignments embody a challenge for
archeology.Gradually, the idea of the ruined temple gives way to a new notion: the
site of "passage" marking the break between two spaces,...
From 11€ / pers.

 +33 2 97 52 29 81

 Maison Des Mégalithes - Le
Ménec

in PLOUHARNEL

The Neolithic Quadrangle of Crucuno
Quadrangular enclosure of menhirs, restored monument in the last 19th century,
consists with two sides oriented NS about 25 m. joining both sides oriented EO about
35 m. The diagonal lines correspond to the current sunrises and sunsets at the times
of Soltic.

 02 97 29 67 67
 02 97 52 22 04

 Rue Hoche

in PLOUHARNEL

The Neolithic Quadrangle of Crucuno
Quadrangular enclosure of menhirs, restored monument in the last 19th century,
consists with two sides oriented NS about 25 m. joining both sides oriented EO about
35 m. The diagonal lines correspond to the current sunrises and sunsets at the times
of Soltic.

 02 97 29 67 67
 02 97 52 22 04

 Village de Crucuno

in ST PIERRE QUIBERON

MEGALITHES OF THE PENINSULA
A large, semi-circular megalithic enclosure.The Kerbourgnec menhir enclosure,
commonly known as a “cromlec’h”, is a group of 42 standing stones arranged facing
east in an arc. The group is connected to the Kerbourgnec alignments, located 50m to
the north-east.The enclosure has been listed as...

 Kerbourgnec

in ERDEVEN

The Chair of Caesar
Lost in the woods is an isolated set of menhirs including a very large and seated. It
was nicknamed the Chair of Caesar: it alludes to the occupation of the town by the
Roman armies, even if Caesar himself, never came!

 Chaise de César Etang du
Varquès

in PLOUHARNEL

The Neolithic Quadrangle of Crucuno
Quadrangular enclosure of menhirs, restored monument in the last 19th century,
consists with two sides oriented NS about 25 m. joining both sides oriented EO about
35 m. The diagonal lines correspond to the current sunrises and sunsets at the times
of Soltic.

 02 97 52 22 04
 02 97 29 67 67

 Village de Crucuno

in ERDEVEN

Les Alignements de Kerzerho
Classified Historical Monuments in 1862, the 195 megaliths (Megas Lithos: Great
Stones) are oriented East - West. These alignments are currently 200m long in 5 rows.
Dated from -5,000 to -2,000 BC, they are, of course, no longer in the same state as
before. Indeed, there were 1130 in 11 rows there...

 Kerzerho
in ERDEVEN

The Great Arc megalithic Kerzerho Crucuno
The Erdeven alignments comprise several hundred monoliths spread over almost
2km. The Kerzerho alignments appear to have a fairly similar layout to the Carnac
alignments, with around ten rows of standing stones, the starting point of which (at
the western end) could have been a megalithic...

 02 97 55 64 60

 Alignements de Kerzerho
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